
Psychology Majors who are interested in medical school 
 

A. Psychology requirements 
Introduction to psychological science (150) (We do not require this course officially 
since we allow students with AP Psychology (or PSY 110) and BIO 150 the 
opportunity to go straight to 151) 

 Experimental (151) 
 Abnormal (220) 
 Child Development (240) 
 Biological (230) 
 Learning & Adaptive (300) 
 Cognitive (310) or Sensation & Perception (315) 
 Social (350) or Personality (320) 
 Senior Thesis (451 or 452) 
 3 electives 
 
 Statistics (Math 140) 
 
B.  Courses that meet most medical school requirements and preparation for MCAT 
 
 Requirements     Courses 
 
 8 semester hours in biology    BIO 212 (genetics), 214 (cell) 
 
 8 semester hours in general chemistry  CHEM 123 and 124 
 
 8 semester hours in organic chemistry  CHEM 203 and 204 
 
 8 semester hours in physics    PHY 121-122 
 
 3 semester hours of biochemistry   BIO 433 (or CHEM 309) 

 
4 semester hours of physiology   BIO 342 Physiology  

  
 



B. Typical schedule of premed courses based upon applying the summer before your 
senior year. 
 
 

Fall      Spring  
 
Freshman  Psy 150 – L     Psy 151 – L 
   Hum 101     Eng 102 
   Foreign language    Foreign language 
   History 101 or 102    Math 140 
   PE      PE 
 
Summer  Chem 123 – L   &   Chem 124 - L 
   
Sophomore  Psy 220 (abnormal) or 240 (child)  Psy 220 or 240 

Bio 212 – L     Bio 214 – L 
   Chem 203 – L     Chem 204 - L 
   gen ed course or Psy 230 – L  gen ed course or Psy 230 - L 
 
Summer  Physics 121 – L   &  Physics 122 - L 
 
    
Junior   Psy 315 – L     Psy 320 or 350 
   Psy 270 (elective)    Psy 300 – L   
   Bio 433     Bio 342 – L 
   gen ed course     gen ed course 
 
Summer  Take MCAT and complete application 
     
Senior    
   Psy 451   or  Psy 452 
   Psy 330 (elective)    Psy 320 or 350 (elective) 
   gen ed course     gen ed course 
   elective     elective 
   whichever semester doesn’t include 451/452 has a free space 
  



 Options 
  

1. If you plan to take a “gap” year and apply to medical school after you graduate 
then you can spread out some of the courses above: take organic chemistry (CHEM 
203/204) your junior year and physics (PHY 121/122) your senior year, leaving 
your summers open for research, shadowing, volunteer work etc. 
 
2. You can take general chemistry (CHEM 123/124) the summer after your 
freshman year and then take organic chemistry your sophomore year and physics 
your junior year, which would leave the summer after your sophomore year open. 
 
3. If you plan to pursue other important activities you will have to be creative with 
your schedule. The particular scheduling of math and behavioral sciences courses is 
more flexible than the biology and chemistry courses. 
 
4. If you plan to study abroad, we recommend doing so in the fall semester of your 
junior year. To fit in all the required courses before the MCAT, summer school after 
both the freshman and sophomore years is a must. We recommend taking chemistry 
and/or physics courses over the two summers and finishing the requirements by 
taking both BIO342 and BIO433 in the spring of the junior year. A second option is 
to study abroad in the fall of your senior year, with the understanding you would 
need to notify medical schools of the need to delay interviews until after your 
return. 

 
C.  Additional considerations 
 
1. All the medical school courses will help prepare your for material on the MCAT and thus 
should be completed before you take the exam, usually early in the summer you apply. If 
you plan to attend medical school immediately after graduation then you will need to 
complete these courses by the end of your junior year.  
 
2. You will need to demonstrate your interests beyond the classroom. During your first two 
years, we recommend that you get involved in organizations and activities that interest you 
but also show your interest outside the narrow set of classes above – research (already a 
strong part of the major), school clubs, and/or volunteer work. You need to demonstrate 
your commitment and motivation for becoming a physician, which is more than the 
technical practice of medical science and is a career in a medical community whose 
primary goal is to help your fellow human beings.  
 
3. You will need about 200 hours of clinical shadowing experience. We recommend that 
these hours be completed closer to your junior year, perhaps during the clinical internships 
interim, as long as your GPA is a 3.3 or higher.   The biology department arranges these 
internships. 
 
 


